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Abstract. 1 Many combinatorial problems can be represented natu-
rally as constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). However, in some do-
mains the set of variables in a solution should change dynamically on
the basis of assignments of values to variables. In this paper we argue
that such dynamic constraint satisfaction problems (DCSP), introduced
by Mittal and Falkenhainer, are more expressive than CSP in a knowl-
edge representation sense. We then study the problem of generalizing the
original DCSP with disjunctive activity constraints and default negation
which are useful in, e.g., product con�guration problems. The gener-
alization is based on a novel de�nition of a solution to DCSP. It uses
a �xpoint condition instead of the subset minimality condition in the
original formulation. Our approach coincides with the original de�nition
when disjunctions and default negations are not allowed. However, it
leads to lower computational complexity than if the original de�nition
were generalized similarly. In fact we show that the generalized DCSP
is NP-complete. As a proof of concept, we briey describe two novel
implementations of the original DCSP and give test results for them.

1 Introduction

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) provide a convenient framework for rep-
resenting combinatorial tasks. Powerful search algorithms have also been devel-
oped for solving CSPs [13] by integrating �ltering (consistency algorithms) into
a search algorithm. A CSP consists of a set of variables with domains on which
allowed value combinations are speci�ed as constraints. However, e.g. product
con�guration [8] problems exhibit dynamic aspects in the generation of problem

1 In Proceedings of Fifth International Conference on Principles and Practice of Con-
straint Programming. Lecture Notes in Computer Science ????. c Springer-Verlag.



spaces, i.e., the set of variables in a solution changes dynamically on the basis
of assignments of values to variables. When con�guring a mixer, for example,
a condenser is a typical optional component which does not have to be present
in every solution. It is only necessary if the vessel volume is large and chemical
reactions occur during the mixing process.

Such dynamic aspects are diÆcult to capture in a standard CSP in which
all variables are assigned values in every solution. One way to deal with an op-
tional component is to add a special NULL value to the domain of the variable
representing the component [3]. In addition, each constraint that refers to the
variable needs to be modi�ed to function properly in the presence of NULL.
More seriously, an additional constraint is needed to prevent other values than
NULL for the variable if there is no reason for including the optional component
in the solution. Such constraints may have a very large arity and cardinality,
as many variables may a�ect the value of the variable representing the optional
component. Much e�ort has therefore been put to include dynamic aspects in
CSPs [5, 7, 12, 3]. One of these is the framework of dynamic constraint satisfac-
tion problems (DCSP) [5] which adds activity constraints to CSP. The activity
constraints govern which variables are given values, i.e. are active, in a solution.

In this paper we provide evidence that there is a signi�cant di�erence in
the expressivity of DCSP and CSP in a knowledge representation sense using
a concept of modularity [10]. Modularity of representation means that a small
change of knowledge results in a small change in its representation. It is shown
that a DCSP cannot be modularly represented as a CSP. Despite this increased
expressiveness, the activity constraints of DCSP are relatively limited for prod-
uct con�guration problems. It is, e.g., diÆcult to encode, as an activity con-
straint, that for chemical dispersion either a condenser or a cooler should be
included in the con�guration of a mixer. Representing this type of knowledge
conveniently requires disjunctive activity constraints [5]. However, already Mit-
tal and Falkenhainer [5] note that �nding solutions to DCSPs with disjunctive
activity constraints seems to be computationally very expensive. We con�rm
this observation by showing that extending the original de�nition results easily
in �2P-hard decision problems. This is due to a subset minimality condition on
solutions in the original de�nition.

In order to keep the computational complexity of the decision problems for
DCSP in NP, we present a new de�nition in which the minimality condition is
replaced with a �xpoint condition. The de�nition allows more expressive activ-
ity constraints generalized to include disjunctions and default negation on con-
straints and their activity. The default negation is handled similarly as in the
stable model semantics of normal logic programs [2]. Our de�nition of DCSP
coincides with the original one when disjunctive activity constraints and default
negations are not allowed. It does not guarantee subset minimality of solutions
when disjunctions are permitted but ensures that active variables are justi�ed
in a weaker and computationally much more feasible sense. We feel that subset
minimality is in fact a speci�c optimality criterion which is not very relevant
in many applications where measuring, e.g., cost and resource consumption are



more important. Our idea is that such optimality criteria can be added on top
of our de�nition whose role is to provide the solutions satisfying the constraints.

Our generalization does not increase the complexity of the relevant decision
tasks, which are shown to be NP-complete. This also provides a complexity re-
sult for the original DCSP class. As DCSP and CSP are computationally equally
complex and DCSP is more expressive than CSP, DCSP seems to be a more fea-
sible framework than CSP for domains with dynamic aspects.

We briey discuss two novel implementations of the original DCSP to give
a proof of concept. The �rst is based on an extension of a basic CSP algo-
rithm, while the other is based on translating a DCSP to a set of rules in a
logic program-like language [10]. The implementations exhibit acceptable run-
ning times for several problems from the con�guration domain. We �nally present
some conclusions and topics for future work.

2 The DCSP Formalism

We �rst recall the original de�nition of a dynamic constraint satisfaction prob-
lem. An instance P of DCSP is of the form hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi, where V =
fv1; : : : ; vng is the set of variables and D = fD1; : : : ; Dng is the set of domains
of the variables providing a set Di = fdi1; : : : ; dijg of values for each variable vi.
The set of initial variables of P is denoted by VI , VI � V , the set of compatibility
constraints by CC and the set of activity constraints by CA. We assume that all
these sets are �nite. Next, we de�ne a legal assignment to a set of variables.

De�nition 1. An assignment of a value dij to a variable vi is of the form
vi = dij , where dij 2 Di. A legal assignment A to a DCSP hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi is
a set of assignments with at most one assignment for each variable.

In contrast to CSP, a variable can be in one of two states. A variable is active
i� it is assigned a value in an assignment, otherwise it is not active.

A compatibility constraint c with arity j speci�es the set of allowed com-
binations of values for a set of variables v1; : : : ; vj as a subset of the Cartesian
product of the domains of the variables. We denote the subset by c(v1; : : : ; vj),
i.e. c(v1; : : : ; vj) � D1 � : : :�Dj . A compatibility constraint is active i� all the
variables it constrains are active. An activity constraint that activates variable v

is of form c
ACT
! v, where c is de�ned equivalently to a compatibility constraint.

Here we generalize the original de�nition slightly in that we do not require that
the activated variable is distinct from the variables that the constraint on the left
hand side refers to. We use the notation vi = dij

ACT
! vk for activity constraints

whose left hand side consists of one constraint with one tuple, and sometimes
enclose the entire activity constraint in parentheses for clarity. Always require,
require not and always require not activity constraints [5] are treated as short-
hand notation for simplicity.2

2 For example, an always require constraint of the form v1; : : : ; vi
ACT
! vj is de�ned

as c
ACT
! vj where c allows all value combinations on the variables v1; : : : ; vi, i.e

c = D1 � : : :�Di.



A solution to a DCSP is a subset minimal legal assignment that satis�es
all compatibility and activity constraints and has assignments for the initial
variables. The subset minimality condition in e�ect excludes assignments with
active variables whose activity is not justi�ed by the variables being in the set
of initial variables or by at least one activity constraint.

De�nition 2. A legal assignment A for a DCSP P = hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi satis�es
the constraints in P i� the following conditions hold:

1. A satis�es each compatibility constraint c 2 CC, i.e., if c is active in A then
the variables constrained by c are assigned values allowed by c.

2. A satis�es each activity constraint (c
ACT
! vk) 2 CA;, i.e., if c is active in

and satis�ed by A then vk is active in A.

De�nition 3. A legal assignment A is a solution to a DCSP i� A

1. satis�es the constraints,
2. contains assignments of values to initial variables,
3. is subset minimal, i.e. there is no assignment A1 satisfying 1. and 2. such

that A1 � A.

Example 1. We use the simpli�ed con�guration task of an industrial mixer [14]
to illustrate a DCSP. A product con�guration task takes as input a con�gura-
tion model and a set of requirements. The con�guration model describes all the
components that can be included in a product and all the dependencies that
de�ne how components can be combined. The requirements specify additional
constraints on the product individual to be con�gured. The output of the con-
�guration task is a legal con�guration that satis�es the requirements. A legal
con�guration is a con�guration that is allowed by the con�guration model, i.e.,
that contains only components de�ned by the model and that satis�es the depen-
dencies in it. In the framework of DCSP, the con�guration model is described as
a DCSP the solutions to which correspond to the set of legal con�gurations. The
requirements are represented as a set of activity and compatibility constraints.

An industrial mixer can be used for di�erent mixing processes, e.g. chemical
reactions, mixing of side products etc. It consists of a set of standard compo-
nents, such as a vessel containing the products to be mixed, the mixer itself
with impellers and an engine, etc. Depending on the chemical properties of the
products to be mixed, heat is produced which requires the use of a cooler or
a condenser. To represent the con�guration model of a mixer as a DCSP, the
components and their properties, for example the volume, are represented as
variables. The mixing process is represented by a variable for the mixing task.
The components can be of di�erent types, e.g. the mixer can be a reactor, storage
tank, or simple mixer. These as well as the di�erent types of mixing tasks are
represented as discrete domains of the variables.3 As a cooler and a condenser

3 To designate variables and values in the problem, we use the �rst letters of their
names.



are not needed in every solution, they are not included in the set of initial vari-
ables but are introduced by activity constraints. The con�guration model for
the mixer con�guration task consists of the variables in Table 1 and the activity
constraints CA = fa1; a2g and compatibility constraints CC = fc1; c2g given as
follows:

a1 = (Mi = r
ACT
! Coo)

a2 = (Mt = d
ACT
! Con)

c1(Con; V ol) = f(con1; l); (con2; l); (con2; s)g
c2(Mi; V ol) = f(r; s); (m; s); (m; l); (t; s); (t; l)g

Table 1. Variables of the mixer con�guration model.

Variable Description Domain

Mt 2 VI Mixing task fd(dispersion),s(suspension),b(blending)g
Mi 2 VI Mixer fm(mixer),r(reactor),t(tank)g
Coo Cooler fcoo1(cooler1)g
Con Condenser fcon1(condenser1),con2(condenser2)g
Vol 2 VI Volume fl(large),s(small)g

Given the above mixer DCSP, the assignment A1 = fMi = m;Mt = b; V ol = lg
is a solution, i.e. a legal con�guration, since it satis�es the constraints, contains
assignments for the initial variables and there is no other solution A such that
A � A1. The assignment A2 = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo = coo1g is
another solution with a di�erent set of active variables. However, A3 = fMi =
r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo = coo1; Con = con2g is not a solution since the assign-
ment Con = con2 is not justi�ed by Con being in the set of initial variables or
by being activated by an activity constraint, and thus A2 � A3.

The basic task in the DCSP framework is to �nd a solution to a given DCSP.
However, for the con�guration domain the relevant task is to �nd a solution that
satis�es a set of requirements, which may also refer to the activity of variables.
This is important when customer requirements concerning some functionality
lead to conditions on the activity of the corresponding variables. We therefore
analyze in subsequent sections the computational complexity of the decision
versions of these tasks, de�ned as follows:

De�nition 4. DCSP (D): Given a DCSP P, is there a solution for P?
DCSPR(D): Given a DCSP P and a set of requirements R, is there a solution
S for P such that S satis�es R?

Note that the requirements of the con�guration task cannot be handled by
simply adding constraints or initial variables to a DCSP representing the con�g-
uration model, as this can change the con�guration model to allow con�gurations
which were not originally intended. For example, consider the following subset
of the mixer problem:



Example 2. The con�guration model is de�ned as follows: V = fMi;Coog,
the variables have the same domains as previously, VI = fMig, CC = ;, and

CA = f(Mi = r
ACT
! Coo)g. The set of legal con�gurations is now ffMi =

r; Coo = coo1g; fMi = tg; fMi = mgg. Consider the set of requirements f(
ACT
!

Coo); c(Mi) = f(m)gg, i.e., that cooler is active and Mi = m. There is no le-
gal con�guration with respect to the con�guration model which would satisfy
these requirements. However, adding them to the con�guration model would
change the set of legal con�gurations to ffMi = m;Coo = coo1gg, permitting
a con�guration that satis�es the requirements but is not allowed by the original
con�guration model.

3 Expressivity of DCSP vs. CSP

In this section we show that DCSP is more expressive than CSP in a knowledge
representation sense. We use the concept of modularity [10] to establish this.
Intuitively, a modular representation of knowledge is such that a small change
in the knowledge leads to a small change in its representation. This property is
important for maintaining and updating the knowledge. For example, if a DCSP
could be represented as a CSP in a modular fashion, a simple update like adding
a variable to the set of initial variables should result in a local change to the
corresponding CSP. It seems that there is no modular representation of a DCSP
as a CSP even under very weak notions of modularity. Here we demonstrate this
in the case of updating the set of initial variables. This result can be extended
to involve more complex changes to DCSP, such as additions and removals of
compatibility and activity constraints and their allowed value tuples.

More precisely, we say that DCSP is modularly representable by CSP i� there
is a mapping for each DCSP P to a CSP T(P) such that the solutions to P agree
with the solutions to T(P) and the e�ect of changing the set of initial variables
in P can be accomplished by a simple update to T(P). The solutions are de�ned
to agree i� each active variable in the solution to P is assigned the same value
in the solution to T(P) as in the solution to P , and all other variables of P
are assigned the value NULL. A simple update consists of an arbitrary number
of either i) additions of constraints, removals of allowed tuples from constraints,
removals of values from domains, and removals of variables with their domains, or
ii) removals of constraints, additions of allowed tuples to constraints, additions
of values to domains and additions of variables with their domains. In other
words, a simple update cannot combine changes of the �rst and second type. In
the case of removing variables, the constraints and assignments are projected to
the remaining variables appropriately.

Theorem 1. DCSP is not modularly representable by CSP.

Proof. (Sketch) Consider the DCSP P = hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi with V = fv1; v2g;
VI = fv1g; D1 = fag; D2 = fbg; CC = CA = ;, and assume it can be modularly
represented by a CSP. Hence, there is a CSP T(P) such that in all the solutions



of T(P) v1 = a and v2 = NULL, as that is the only solution to P . Consider
now adding v2 to VI . The resulting DCSP has only one solution where v1 = a

and v2 = b. This means that T(P) updated with v2 must not have a solution in
which v1 = a and v2 = NULL. In addition, T(P) updated with v2 must have
at least one solution in which v1 = a and v2 = b. It can be shown that simple
updates cannot both add solutions and remove them, which is a contradiction
and hence the assumption is false.

This result is caused by the condition that activity constraints or initial
variables have to justify the activity of a variable in a solution. We note that
there is a modular mapping from a CSP to DCSP, since CSP is a special case of
DCSP. Thus, DCSP is strictly more expressive than CSP.

4 Generalized De�nition of DCSP

In this section we give a new, generalized de�nition of DCSP. The activity con-
straints of the original DCSP are extended with disjunctive activity constraints
and default negation. It is shown that a straightforward extension of the origi-
nal de�nition by, e.g., disjunctive activity constraints would lead to signi�cantly
higher complexity. The new de�nition of a solution to DCSP utilizes a �xpoint
condition instead of the minimality condition on the solutions. This allows a
straightforward analysis and generalization of DCSP.

As noted in the introduction, the activity constraints of DCSP are not partic-
ularly expressive. For instance, in some con�guration tasks a functional require-
ment can be satis�ed by any of a given set of components, which would require
disjunctive activity constraints [5]. Another case that cannot be represented in
a straightforward manner is that a variable is active under the condition that
some variables are not active or not given particular values in an assignment,
i.e., under a condition referring to the complement of activity or constraints. The
complement of activity can also be used to represent expressive requirements on
the activity of variables in the desired solutions. Both these extensions can be
included without increasing computational complexity (see Section 5).

We would thus like to extend DCSP to allow generalized activity constraints
of the following form:

c1; : : : ; cj ; not(cj+1); : : : ; not(ck)
ACT
! mfv1 j : : : j vlgn (1)

where 0 � m � n. Intuitively, this activity constraint states that if con-
straints c1; : : : ; cj are active in and satis�ed by an assignment and the constraints
cj+1; : : : ; ck are not satis�ed or not active in the assignment, then for the subset
of the variables v1; : : : ; vl active in the assignment, the cardinality of the subset
is between m and n. If m = 1 and n = l, this becomes an inclusive disjunction of
the variables. On the other hand, if m = n = 1, the right hand side becomes an
exclusive disjunction. We also allow rules with m = 0 for representing optional
variables, i.e., variables that may be active or inactive. Always require activity
constraints are again treated as short hand notation.



The original de�nition does not seem to provide a promising basis for gen-
eralizing DCSP with such activity constraints. It employs a minimality condi-
tion that makes it hard to extend basic DCSP without a substantial increase
in computational complexity. For example, disjunctive always requires activity
constraints of the form

v1; : : : ; vm
ACT
! 1fvm+1 j : : : j vm+ngn (2)

already lead to �2P-hardness of DCSPR(D).

Theorem 2. DCSPR(D) is �2P-hard for disjunctive activity constraints of the
form (2). This holds even in the case where all variables have unary domains,
there are no other constraints, and the requirements consist of only one compat-
ibility constraint.

Proof. (Sketch) This result can be established by a reduction from the problem of
deciding whether a positive disjunctive database has a minimal model containing
a given atomic formula, known to be �2P-complete [1]. The reduction is based
on the following observation. If we map every rule a1_� � �_am  am+1; : : : ; an of

a database to an activity constraint am+1; : : : ; an
ACT
! 1fa1 j : : : j amgm where

each ai is taken as a DCSP variable with a unary domain, then minimal models
of the database coincide with minimal solutions of the corresponding DCSP.

In order to extend the basic DCSP formalism without increasing the complex-
ity we employ a de�nition based on a �xpoint equation of an operator on the
lattice formed by the set of assignments and their subset relation. However, we
�rst de�ne when an assignment satis�es a generalized activity constraint. The
de�nition of when an assignment satis�es compatibility constraints remains the
same as previously.

De�nition 5. A legal assignment A for a DCSP P = hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi satis�es
the activity constraints in P i� for each activity constraint in CA of the form
(1) the following holds: if c1 : : : cj are active and satis�ed, and cj+1; : : : ; ck are
not satis�ed by or not active in A, then for the set V � fv1; : : : ; vlg active in A,
m �j V j� n holds.

The �xpoint condition in the new de�nition is another way of ensuring that
active variables are justi�ed by initial variables and activity constraints. To cap-
ture this, we �rst de�ne a reduction of a set of generalized activity constraints
and the initial variables with respect to an assignment. The intuition behind the
reduction is that, given an activity constraint, if a variable on the right hand side
of it is active in a solution and the negated activity constraints are either not
satis�ed or not active, then the reduct includes a simpler instantiated activity
constraint that can justify the activity of the variable. If a variable in the head
of an activity constraint is not active, then there is no need for its activity to
be justi�ed and consequently no corresponding instantiated activity constraints
are included.



More precisely, the reduct of each activity constraint contains one instanti-
ated activity constraint for every active variable that occurs on its right hand
side, if all the constraints with default negation on the left hand side are ei-
ther not satis�ed or not active in the assignment. The left hand side of the
instantiated activity constraint is otherwise the same as that of the activity
constraint, except that the constraints with default negation are removed. This
treatment of default negation is similar to the stable model semantics of logic
programs [2]. Further, the variables on the right hand side of the instantiated
activity constraints are replaced by their assignments. Initial variables are also
given a special activity constraint form, the left hand side of which is satis�ed
by every assignment.

De�nition 6. We de�ne the reduct (CA;VI)A of a set of generalized activity
constraints CA and a set of initial variables VI w.r.t. an assignment A as follows:

(CA;VI)
A = fc1; : : : ; ci

ACT
! vj = djp j

(c1; : : : ; ci; not(ci+1); : : : ; not(ck)
ACT
! mfv1 j : : : j vlgn) 2 CA;

(vj = djp) 2 A for some j where 1 � j � l,
ci+1; : : : ; ck are not satis�ed by or active in Ag

[ f
ACT
! vj = djk j vj 2 VI ; (vj = djk) 2 Ag :

We denote the set of instantiated activity constraints resulting from the
reduct (CA;VI)A by the shorthand notation CI for brevity. We now de�ne an
operator on the lattice formed by the set of all possible assignments and the
subset relation on these. The operator intuitively captures how the instantiated
activity constraints introduce new active variables to an assignment when their
left hand side constraints are active and satis�ed.

De�nition 7. Given a set of instantiated activity constraints CI , the operator
TCI (�) on an assignment A is de�ned as follows:

TCI (A) = fv = d j (c1; : : : ; ck
ACT
! v = d) 2 CI ;

ci is active in and satis�ed by A; 1 � i � kg

Intuitively, a solution is a legal assignment that satis�es the constraints in
the DCSP and contains all and only the active variables that are justi�ed by
the set of initial variables and activity constraints. Since active variables may be
justi�ed recursively, a solution to a DCSP is de�ned as a �xpoint of the above
operator for a given reduct. A �xpoint q of an operator �(�) is such that �(q) = q.
This ensures that every variable with a justi�cation is active in the solution.

The operator TCI is monotonic, i.e., for assignments Ai and Aj , Ai � Aj
implies TCI (Ai) � TCI (Aj). This can be seen by noting that if the left hand side
of an instantiated activity constraint is satis�ed by an assignment, it is satis�ed
by all its supersets as well. A monotonic operator has a unique least �xpoint that
can be computed by iteratively applying the operator, starting from the empty
set [4]. As a solution must not contain unjusti�ed active variables, it should be
such a least �xpoint, denoted by lfp(TCI ). This ensures that all the assignments
in a solution are justi�ed by the instantiated activity constraints.



De�nition 8. Given a DCSP P = hV ;D;VI ; CC ; CAi a legal assignment A is a
solution to P i� i) A satis�es the constraints in P, ii) the initial variables are
active in A, iii) A = lfp(T(CA;VI)A) .

Example 3. Consider again the mixer DCSP of Example 1. The assignmentA2 =
fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo = coo1g is still a solution according to the
De�nition 8 since it satis�es the constraints, the initial variables are active in it,
and it is the least �xpoint of the operator. The last property can be established
as follows. First, the reduct of the activity constraints is computed with respect
to A2:

CI = (CA;VI)
A2 =

f(
ACT
! Mi = r); (

ACT
! Mt = b); (

ACT
! V ol = s); (Mi = r

ACT
! Coo = coo1)g :

Then, the operator is applied iteratively starting from the empty set:

TCI (;) = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = sg = A21

TCI (A21) = TCI (TCI (;)) = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo = coo1g = A22

TCI (A22) = TCI (TCI (TCI (;))) = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo = coo1g

Thus, A22 is the least �xpoint and lfp(TCI ) = A2.
On the other hand, the assignment A3 = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo =

coo1; Con = con2g is not a solution. It does satisfy the constraints, but CI =

(CA;VI)A3 = f(
ACT
! Mi = r); (

ACT
! Mt = b); (

ACT
! V ol = l); (Mi = r

ACT
!

Coo = coo1); (Mt = d
ACT
! Con = con2)g. The least �xpoint can again be

constructed similarly as above, and lfp(TCI ) = fMi = r;Mt = b; V ol = s; Coo =
coo1g 6= A3.

Example 4. In Example 1, the con�guration fMi = r;Mt = d; V ol = s; Coo =
coo1; Con = con2g with a condenser and a cooler is a legal con�guration. In
order to avoid having both condenser and cooler active, we consider the follow-
ing DCSP obtained by replacing the activity constraint a1 by an \exclusively
disjunctive" activity constraint a3:

a2 = (Mt = d
ACT
! Con)

a3 = ((c4
ACT
! 1fCoo j Cong1)

c1(Con; V ol) = f(con1; l); (con2; l); (con2; s)g
c2(Mi; V ol) = f(r; s); (m; s); (m; l); (t; s); (t; l)g

where c4(Mi;Mt) = f(r; d)g. An assignment A1 = fMi = r;Mt = d; V ol =
s; Con = con2g is a solution since it clearly satis�es the constraints, the initial

variables are active in it, and for the reduct (CA;VI)A1 = f(
ACT
! Mi = r); (

ACT
!

Mt = d); (
ACT
! V ol = s); (Mt = d

ACT
! Con = con2); (c4

ACT
! Con = con2)g,

lfp(T(CA;VI)A1 ) = A1. On the other hand, A2 = fMi = r;Mt = d; V ol =
s; Con = con2; Coo = coo1g is not a solution since it does not satisfy the activity



constraint a3 that only one of the variables Coo and Con should be active. If the

activity constraint a4 = (not(Coo = coo1)
ACT
! 1fCong1) with default negation

were further added to the example, the reduct with respect to A1 would be as

follows: f(
ACT
! Mi = r); (

ACT
! Mt = d); (

ACT
! V ol = s); (Mt = d

ACT
! Con =

con2); (c4
ACT
! Con = con2); (

ACT
! Con = con2)g. The last instantiated activity

constraint is the reduct of a4. Thus the assignment A1 would still remain a
solution. This latter type of activity constraint can be seen as a default rule
stating that, all things being equal, one should choose a condenser over cooler,
if possible.

Example 5. Consider now the DCSP which is obtained by replacing the activity
constraint a1 in Example 1 by an \inclusively disjunctive" activity constraint

a03 = (c4
ACT
! 1fCoo j Cong2) with c4 a constraint f(r; d)g de�ned on Mi and

Mt. Now, the assignment A2 = fMi = r;Mt = d; V ol = s; Con = con2; Coo =
coo1g is a solution, since it satis�es the constraints, the initial variables are active

in it, and the reduct (CA;VI)A2 = f(
ACT
! Mi = r); (

ACT
! Mt = d); (

ACT
! V ol =

s); (Mt = d
ACT
! Con = con2); (c4

ACT
! Con = con2); (c4

ACT
! Coo = coo1) g.

The last two instantiated activity constraints are the reduct of a03, since both
cooler and condenser are active in the assignment. Now lfp(T(CA;VI)A2 ) = A2.
Also the assignment A1 in the previous example remains a solution.

In our de�nition, we in fact relax the minimality requirement. Each active
variable in a solution is justi�ed by the activity constraints or initial variables,
but a disjunctive activity constraint may justify more variables than a subset
minimal solution would contain, as demonstrated by Example 5.

5 Computational Complexity of DCSP

In this section we analyze the complexity of the relevant decision problems for our
generalization of DCSP. This also provides a complexity result for the original
de�nition. We �rst show that our generalization is equivalent to the original
de�nition for the activity constraints handled by it.

Theorem 3. De�nition 8 of a solution to a DCSP is equivalent to De�nition 3
for problems without disjunctive activity constraints and default negation, and
with only one constraint on the left hand side of every activity constraint.

Proof. (Sketch) The di�erence between the two de�nitions is that the minimality
condition of the original de�nition is replaced by the �xpoint condition in De�-
nition 8. In order to prove the equivalence it remains to show that the �xpoint
condition is equivalent to subset minimality when original activity constraints
are allowed. This can be done using the following observations. A solution ac-
cording to De�nition 3 is a minimal set satisfying the constraints and making the
initial variables active. Hence, it is contained in a solution according to De�ni-
tion 8 which also satis�es the constraints and makes the initial variables active.



On the other hand, a solution according to De�nition 8 is contained in a solution
according to De�nition 3 as it can be constructed iteratively by starting from the
empty solution and by applying the operator T. It can be shown inductively that
the result of this iteration is contained in a solution according to De�nition 3.

Using the �xpoint de�nition of a solution it is straightforward to establish
that both DCSP (D) and DCSPR(D) remain NP-complete for the generalized
DCSP. This is in contrast to the complexity of DCSPR(D) for the straightfor-
ward extension sketched in the beginning of Section 4.

Theorem 4. DCSP (D) and DCSPR(D) are NP-complete for the generalized
DCSP.

Proof. (Sketch) First, we note that DCSP (D) is a special case of DCSPR(D)
with an empty set of requirements. Then, we argue that both DCSP (D) and
DCSPR(D) are NP-hard since CSP, which is known to be NP-complete, is
a special case of DCSP with VI = V and no activity constraints. Further,
DCSPR(D) (and thus also DCSP (D)) is NP-complete because it is in NP.
The containment in NP is due to the fact that whether an assignment is a so-
lution and satis�es a set of requirements can be checked in polynomial time.
This result can be shown by noting that whether an assignment satis�es a set of
activity and compatibility constraints and whether it is the least �xpoint of the
operator on the instantiated activity constraints can be both decided in polyno-
mial time. The latter property holds since the reduct can obviously be computed
in polynomial time, by processing one rule at a time, and the least �xpoint of
the operator can be computed in polynomial time.

By Theorem 3 the original DCSP is a special case of the generalized DCSP
and we obtain similarly the following corollary.

Corollary 1. DCSP (D) and DCSPR(D) are NP-complete for the original
DCSP, i.e. without disjunctive activity constraints and default negation.

6 Implementation

In this section, we briey discuss two novel solution methods for the original
DCSP. The �rst is similar to the original algorithm described in [5] whereas
the second is based on mapping a DCSP to a type of propositional logic pro-
grams [10]. To test the performance of both algorithms, we use a set of examples
from the con�guration domain, CAR [5], CARx2 [10], a simpli�ed form of a
hospital monitor problem [11] and a simpli�ed form of the mixer problem [14].
These problems are characterized in Table 2 by the number of variables, number
of compatibility constraints and their maximum arity, number of activity con-
straints and the maximum arity of their left hand side constraints, maximum
domain size, number of solutions, and size of the initial search space calculated
by multiplying the domain sizes of the variables.



Table 2. Characteristics of the examples.

Problem j V j j CC j / max.
arity

j CA j / max.
arity

max(j Di j) j solutions j search space

CAR 8 7 / 3 8 / 1 3 198 1296

CARx2 8 7 / 3 8 / 1 6 44456 331776

Monitor 24 9 / 3 19 / 3 4 1320 196608

Mixer 8 4 / 2 6 / 1 4 88 1152

The �rst implementation di�ers from the one described in [5] in that it does
not use an ATMS. The algorithm is based on a simple backtracking algorithm
used to solve standard CSPs. As long as all variables are not yet assigned a value
the algorithm chooses the next variable and a value to assign to that variable
such that the value is still consistent with the compatibility constraints. Then
the algorithm checks if some activity constraint has become relevant, i.e., if the
left hand side of an activity constraint is activated and satis�ed by the already
assigned values. In that case, new variables are activated and added to the list
of not yet assigned variables. If all values of a variable have been considered, the
algorithm backtracks to the last variable that still has values left. Variables that
have been activated by an activity constraint based on the value of a variable
deassigned in the backtracking step have to be deactivated as well. The algorithm
continues until no more activity constraints can be activated and all currently
active variables have been assigned a value. In the current implementation, no
consistency algorithms are applied. The implementation was written in Java
(Sun's JDK) and run on a Pentium II, 266 MHz, with 96MB of memory, Windows
NT operating system. The implementation and the test problems are available
at www.cs.hut.fi/~pdmg/CP99/.

The second implementation is based on �rst translating the DCSP to a set of
rules in Con�guration Rule Language, a type of propositional logic programs [10],
for which the solutions are found using an eÆcient C++ implementation of the
stable model semantics of normal logic programs [6]. The translation results
in a set of rules whose size is linear in the size of the DCSP, in fact roughly
the same. Solutions are found using backtracking search through a binary search
tree where nodes are Boolean valued variables modelling assignments of values to
DCSP variables. The search space is extensively pruned using rule propagation.
The tests were run on a Pentium II 266 MHz with 128MB of memory, Linux 2.2.3
operating system, smodels version 2.22 and lparse version 0.99.22. Further de-
tails can be found in [10], the implementation at www.tcs.hut.fi/pub/smodels
and the test problems at www.tcs.hut.fi/pub/smodels/tests/cp99.tar.gz.

The time to �nd the �rst and all solutions are given in Table 3. We note that
for the �rst implementation, the problem inputs and outputs are handled in main
memory, whereas the results for the second implementation include the time for
reading the input from a �le and parsing it. However, the execution time for the
second implementation does not include the time for translating the DCSP to
CRL form, which was done manually. Since it is fairly diÆcult to compare the



execution time of algorithms written in di�erent languages, executed on di�erent
operating systems and based on di�erent problem formulations, we provide as
an additional characterization the number of non-deterministic guesses G for
�nding the �rst, respectively all, solutions in Table 3. In a non-deterministic
guess of the backtracking algorithm, one variable is assigned a value and it is
checked if the resulting (partial) assignment (together with the set of already
assigned variables) remains consistent. In the CRL-based implementation, a
non-deterministic guess chooses a Boolean valued variable corresponding to a
particular value assignment of a DCSP variable.

Table 3. Results for the examples.

Implementation �rst solution all solutions Gfirst Gall

CAR backtrack-based 0.04 s 0.07 s 47 624

CAR CRL-based 0.05 s 0.06 s 5 197

CARx2 backtrack-based 0.01 s 11.8 s 217 71230

CARx2 CRL-based 0.05 s 3.2 s 6 44455

Monitor backtrack-based < 1 ms 0.08 s 21 15060

Monitor CRL-based 0.06 s 0.31 s 9 1319

Mixer backtrack-based < 1 ms 0.01 s 15 484

Mixer CRL-based 0.04 s 0.05 s 4 87

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Dynamic constraint satisfaction problems were introduced to capture dynamic
aspects in generating problem spaces to combinatorial problems such as product
con�guration [5]. We argue that DCSP is indeed a more expressive representa-
tion than CSP for such problems. However, the activity constraints of DCSP
are relatively restricted. We present a generalized de�nition of DCSP which al-
lows disjunctions and default negation in activity constraints. We then show
that the relevant decision problems remain NP-complete for the generalization,
which employs a �xpoint condition instead of a minimality condition used in
the original de�nition. Thus DCSP seems to be a more feasible framework for
dynamic problems than CSP. We also show that a straightforward generalization
of the original de�nition would increase the complexity signi�cantly. As further
work, the expressivity and computational complexity of combining the di�er-
ent elements of our generalization, minimality and further forms of optimization
criteria should be analyzed.

There are few reports on implementations of algorithms for the original
DCSP. We sketch two implementations, one based on a modi�ed backtracking
algorithm for CSP, the other based on mapping DCSP to a type of propositional
logic program rules. The test results for both on a set of simple con�guration
problems are acceptable and indicate that they should be further pursued. Both



implementations should be extended with the generalizations and empirically
tested on larger problems. The logic program based implementation employs
rule propagation at each point in search space which seems to reduce consider-
ably the number of non-deterministic guesses needed for �nding solutions. Hence,
the backtrack implementation of DCSP can probably be enhanced similarly by
integrating to it various consistency algorithms similar to standard CSP search
algorithms.
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